
Steel Fence Solutions by Ultra

Ultra Steel Fencing is an innovative fence design that is beautiful, yet strong, and can easily adapt to 
slopes. This unique design allows panels to be racked up to 48” per eight-foot section—in both  
directions—and still keep pickets from rattling or being removed.  We use the industry’s highest strength 
rails with an exclusive Architectural Grade Powder Coating, and offer a 20-Year Limited Warranty.

The New Standard for Strength in Ornamental Fencing
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“Other” Rail
15/16” W x 1 ¼” H

Ultra Steel
1 ½” W x 1 ½” H

Features 
Engineered to Last:  
Panels – Using the industry’s highest-strength 
rails. Posts – Panels are attached with  
high-strength steel brackets to galvanized and 
powder-coated square tubular steel posts.

Superior Coating:  
Exclusive Architectural Grade Powder Coating 
protects panels and gates from weather 
and U.V. aging, ensuring they will retain their 
beauty for many years, with a minimum of 
upkeep or maintenance.

Rigidity:  
The innovative design means there are no 
breakable welded tabs; the pickets are 
shaped within high-strength rails to prevent 
rattle or removal.

Distributed by:

Ultra Steel 20-Year Warranty
Ultra Steel fence materials and workmanship 
are guaranteed under normal usage against 
structural defects in the framework of posts, 
rails, pickets and brackets for a period of 
20 years. The galvanized and powder coat 
finish is warranted against cracking, peeling, 
chipping, corrosion or blistering for a period 
of up to 20 years.

Grade reSidential CommerCial induStrial

Panel Width 8’ 8’ 8’

Panel Height 4’ - 6’ 4’ - 8’ 4’ - 10’                    
                      
Pickets 5/8” - 19 ga. 3/4” - 18 ga. 1” - 14 ga.

rails       1-1/2” - 16 ga. 1-1/2” - 15 ga. 2” - 13 ga. 

Ultra Steel Defender 
Industrial Fence

Ultra Steel Residential Fence

Ultra Steel Commercial Fence

Innovative Structural Design Super-Durable  
Powder Coating 

Greater rail  
strength by  
at least

More  
rackability by 

46%60% 50% 3times
Residential 
features a  

high-strength  
1.50” rail

Racks 48” per 
8-foot panel in 
both directions

Greater salt spray 
resistance by

Longer UV 
resistance by

Colors hold, resist 
fading longer

Coating superior  
to E-Coat

Other sizes and grades available upon request.


